
To pertain the knowledge about the inner atmosphere and industrial ac-

quaintances Samalkha Group of  Institutions (SGI), had organized an indus-

trial tour to Om Sakk (India) Industries Ltd. (Group Company of OM Group 

is Vertical Setup for Range of Home Textiles and Woven Packaging ) , Panipat 

for BBA on 1st March, 2013.  

Om Sakk India Industries Limited Was Established In 1982 formerly 

known as OM Overseas. Om Sakk (India) Industries Ltd. are The Manufacturer 

of Home Furnishing Textiles, Home Furnishing Fabric, Home Furnishing Fab-

ric Laces, Home Furnishing Tapes, and Home Furnishing Cutwork Laces. Its 

Jhattipur plant is spread over 16 acres of land. It exports to UK, China and 

many more countries. 

The objective of the Industrial Visit is to help students to gain first hand 

information regarding functioning of the Industry ,which presents the students 

with opportunities to plan, organize and engage in active learning experiences 

both inside and outside the classroom. So to give a practical exposure and to 

understand the application of theory into practice, SGI students were visited to 

Om Sakk (India) Industries Ltd . More than 40 students attended this industry 

visit. Students were very much satisfied with the automatic processes seen in 

the industry. This provides opportunity for interaction with entrepreneurs and 

executives associated with visit to a working establishment. Visit gives right 

perspective of what is disseminated in classrooms. Also students came to know 

industrial establishments and business houses for their contribution to Indian 

economy. This helps students to understand the journey of product from place 

of production to customer's hands and management strategies, which make this 

journey fruitful.  

The executives of Om Oversees Plant helped the students to understand 

the various intricacies of different departments and also took the students for 

the factory visit. On the onset the officials explained to the students in brief 

about the Om Oversees Plant Products, Raw materials, Plant Layout, Market, 

Industry view etc. And he also explained the process which begins from the 

Raw materials to the finished products. Students understood the punctuality and 

the discipline in the corporate. Furthermore, the security management, the Pro-

fessionalism, Team work and sense of belonging, Cordial Environment, Job 

Opportunities and moreover the realm of the company were known Time Man-
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Business students (BBA) of the Samalkha Group of Institutions (SGI), recently 

toured the factory unit of OM GROUP at Om Sakk (India) Industries Ltd. 
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The Program was coordinated by enthusiastic students of SGI, Mr. Kuldeep (BBA), Mr. Parveen 

(BBA), under the guidance of Mr. Kapil Kalra & Ms. Pooja Batra, Faculty in Management Department.SGI 

team presented a memento as a token of thanks to the management of the company. The Sr. Manager of the 

company appreciated the interest of students and faculty and the steps being taken by the SGI management 

to enhance industry exposure amongst their students. 
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Students of SGI participated in NDTV show “MUQABLA” 

Students of Samalkha Group of Institutions participated in the well known show “Muqabala” rec-

orded on NDTV on 1st March, 2013 at Archana Complex, GK Part-1, New Delhi.  The event was hosted 

by NDTV's Tech Guru Mr. Abhigyan Prakash. The Program was focused on buzzword in society 

“Budget”. 'Muqabla''s episode on “Budget”, which was recorded on first day of March, it is the Hindi Chat 

Show. 

NDTV (BSE: 532529 , NSE: NDTV) is an Indian commercial broadcasting television network 

founded in 1988. It was founded by Prannoy Roy, an eminent journalist and current chairman and director 

of NDTV Group. NDTV currently has more than 1,000 employees producing news from over twenty loca-

tions in India. NDTV is an acronym for the original name of the company, New Delhi Television. On July 

30, 2011, Vikram A Chandra was elevated to the position of group CEO replacing KVL Narayan Rao who 

is now Executive Vice Chairman of the company. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bombay_Stock_Exchange
http://www.bseindia.com/bseplus/StockReach/AdvanceStockReach.aspx?scripcode=532529%E2%80%8E
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Stock_Exchange_of_India
http://www.nseindia.com/marketinfo/companyinfo/companysearch.jsp?cons=NDTV&section=7
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commercial_broadcasting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prannoy_Roy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vikram_A_Chandra


 New Delhi Television is among India's top broadcasters and has twenty-three offices and studios 

across the country. Its three national news channels NDTV 24x7, NDTV India (Hindi) and NDTV Profit 

(Business news) form the core of the company. Each year the channel also gives the NDTV Indian of 

the year award. 

Food security subsidy should not be reduced even if the fiscal situation is not good, Planning 

Commission Deputy Chairman Montek Singh Ahluwalia has said. 

He, however, added that this is his personal view and not the government policy. 

"I would say food security should be the first charge on subsidy budget. And if it turns out that basically 

there is a fiscal problem and we can't afford subsidy, we should cut the other subsidy, not the food secu-

rity subsidy. That will be my view," Ahluwalia told reporters in a post-budget interaction. "In my view, 

I am not expressing government policy, but in my view, it is highly distortionary policy," he added. He 

said fertiliser subsidy should be cut to half as it damages soil nutrition."We are subsidising chemical fer-

tiliser, not subsidising organic fertiliser. Chemical fertiliser has damaged the nutrition of the soil. Within 

chemical fertiliser, we are over subsidising urea...If you ask me, we should cut the fertiliser subsidy to 

half of what it is," he said. 

Favouring complete elimination of petrol subsidy, he said it is damaging and unjustified since 

petrol is normally consumed by upper-income people."Petroleum subsidy should just be eliminated soon 

of course. It's damaging, it's unjustified, it doesn't help the poor... petrol is normally consumed by upper 

income people." Ahluwalia also said domestic energy prices should be aligned with global prices.The 

government has pegged the oil subsidy bill at Rs. 43,580 crore, food subsidy at Rs. 75,000 crore and 

fertiliser subsidy at Rs. 60,974 crore, taking the total subsidy bill to 1,79,554 crore in 2012-13.Finance 

Minister P Chidambaram in Budget for 2013-14, had proposed to reduce subsidies on fuel, food and fer-

tilisers by 11 per cent to over Rs. 2.20 lakh crore compared with revised estimates for the current fiscal 

so as to bring down the burgeoning fiscal deficit.Fiscal deficit for 2012-13 has been contained at 5.2 per 

cent, a tad lower from government estimates of 5.3 per cent. 
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“Campus Placement Drive in SGI” 
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In the “Muqabla ht” show participation of students of Samalkha Group of Institutions was fan-

tastic. SGi provides such a platform to the students where they get exposure and see the things happen-

ing in the world. SGi provides knowledge and understanding of culture, language, geography and global 

perspectives to its students. SGi Students are trained to access and evaluate corporate information re-

sources. SGi curriculum enables students to understand the world by attending various National & Inter-

national shows where they get experience & exposure. SGi as representative of the education sector dis-

cussed about our role of imparting quality education in technology, learning and training young talent 

with corporate support. SGi always takes initiative to participate in various academic and cultural pro-

grammes. 

     The Program was coordinated by enthusiastic students of SGI, Rinku, Kavita Gaurav & Shruti 

under the guidance of Mr. Amit Bansal, Faculty in Management Department. 

As a part of the Campus Recruitment Drive Programme, Samalkha Group of Institutions has 

organized a Campus Drive for Creative Lipi & Serco on March 02, 2013 at Campus ,for their own 

Management final semester students.  

A written test of more than 2 hours was held followed by an HR Interview. Out of the 50 stu-

dents who appeared for the tests, more than 10 got shortlisted for the interview round. The profiles of 

the students are currently undergoing a reference – check after which the names of the final shortlisted 

students will be released by the company 

The company Targeted final year  MBA/BBA students. Recruitment process was started 

through online registration till 20th of February, 2013 through SGi web portal. 50 students participated 

in recruitment process.  

During the inaugural session SGI welcome all the applicants and extended best wishes to the 

students. Placement of the students has always been the priority at SGi. It always invites top compa-

nies for the students of SGi and others. SGi has been achieving records in actual placements.  
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The Event proved successful due to the dedicated efforts of Mr. Amit Sinha (Manager- Training 

& Placements), Mr. Vishal Dora (Training & Placement Officer), Dr. Sonia Sardana (Training & 

Placement Co-ordinator & Assistant Professor, FOM).  

At last, the HR Team of both the Companies paid vote of thanks to SGi for providing best facil-

ities, infrastructure, Manpower and Students Co-ordinators.  They also appreciated the best efforts of 

SGi in all senses.  

Creative Lipi selected four Candidates in final selection as Project Delivery Executive .Serco  

also selected four Candidates in final selection as a CSE Profile. 

Dr. Rajesh Goel (Director, SGi) promised the students for these type of activities in coming 

days too. 

“Management Education Leadership Award’2012 for NCR” bagged by Samalkha 

Group of Institutions 

New Delhi,3rd March  2012: In a grand seminar and award ceremony by Knowledge Resource 

Development & Welfare Group , in Vishwakarma Bhawan, Department of Management Studies ,IIT 

Delhi today evening, Samalkha Group of of Institutions has been awarded  “Management Education 

Leadership Award’2012 for NCR”. The award was presented by the Chief Guest of the ceremony, Dr. D 

K Banwet, National President, Indian Society for Training and Development. On the occasion Dr. Anu-

radha Sharma, Ex Prof. Emeritus, IIT Delhi, Dr. B.S. Bisht, VC, GB Pant University of Agriculture and 

Technology, Pant Nagar, Prof. Jyotsna Bhatnagar, MDI, Gurgoan, were the special guests. On the occa-

sion ,HR Managers of more than 25 companies like, ONGC, Ranbaxy, NEC , Ericsson India Pvt Ltd, 

Reliance Communications ,Ernst & Young Pvt. Ltd, WCG Robotics Labs, Sterling Tools Ltd., Barco 

Electronic Systems Ltd.,Hindustan Coca-Cola Bev. Ltd,SRF Ltd., Glenmark Generics Ltd, Covidien, 

Xerox India Limited, Jindal Power Limited, Apollo Munich Health Insurance Company Ltd., Godfrey 

Phillips India Ltd  were invited to interact with the audience on the Topic “Management Concepts and 

Application: Emerging trends and their role in HR practices”.  

http://www.linkedin.com/companies/898318?goback=%2Efps_PBCK_*1_Manoj_Shekhawat_*1_*1_*1_*1_*2_*1_Y_*1_*1_*1_false_1_R_*1_*51_*1_*51_true_*1_in%3A0_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2
http://www.linkedin.com/companies/251859?goback=%2Efps_PBCK_*1_Mukesh_Kumar_*1_*1_*1_*1_*2_*1_Y_*1_*1_*1_false_1_R_*1_*51_*1_*51_true_*1_in%3A0_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2


Earlier a survey was conducted amongst various professional Institutes by Knowledge Resource 

Development & Welfare Group (KRD&WG) which is a nonprofit, social benefit organization operating 

at the national level. KRD&WG is committed to inclusive and holistic integration and development of 

the Knowledge Resource of the country. They strive to bring Quality paradigm at the centre stage of In-

dian education system- from elementary to tertiary and technical/professional education including voca-

tional courses through quality audits, felicitations, seminars & workshops, training, consultancy, advo-

cacy and collaborative engagements. Their focus is on effective management of the national Knowledge 

Resource at all stages of developmental process. On the basis of the survey, the Samalkha Group of In-

stitutions has been awarded “Management Education Leadership Award’2012 for NCR”. 

The Award was received by the Chairman Sh. Ajay Goyal along with the Director Dr. Rajesh 

Goel. In a short introduction of the Institute, on the occasion, the Director Dr. Rajesh said that SGI is  

established with a unique philanthropic vision of the Founder Chairman Mr. Ajay Goyal , to establish a 

world class educational institution to offer Qualitative Professional Education on a sustainable growth 

basis. With this vision Ph.D, M.Tech, B.Tech, MBA & BBA Programmes were introduced by taking  

the affiliation from A Grade Kurukshetra University along with Industry Specialized Courses in AICTE 

approved PGDM program.  Since then SGI is rapidly growing and trying to excel in professional educa-

tion  as a result their students are Prize Winners at University and IIT Level. SGI is the leader in the re-

gion to be Associated with IBM, SIEMENS and Microsoft for providing Regular Professional Trainings 

to their students. SGI is the recipients of “Top Institute in Delhi and NCR with 100% Placement” Award

- by Business Sphere, 6th Ranked B-School in North Zone ,9th Ranked in Placements and 24th All India 

Ranking-by Silicon India Survey 2012. “The Pioneer” had given SGI, 33rd All India Ranking in Profes-

sional Colleges.The ceremony was ended with vote of thanks by KRDWG, followed by High Tea. 
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One day workshop “ELECTROTECH” on Industrial Automation & SCADA System organized 

by ECE & EEE Department 

A one day workshop “ELECTROTECH” was organized on “Industrial Automation & SCADA 

System” at SGI by ECE & EEE Department on 6th March 2013. Mr. Vinod Saini, Director of MAX 

Group was the chief guest. He completed his BE (ECE Branch) from Banglore  and MBA in HR from 

IMT Ghaziabad. He has 25 years of complete industrial experience. In the last 10 years, he has contribut-

ed to Industrial training for under graduates/Graduate Engineers /Engineering professional. He has also 

been Regional Head for North India at Prolific System and Technologies Pvt Ltd at NOIDA. 

The workshop started with the welcome speech and lamp lightning ceremony for paying a vow to 

Goddess Saraswati. In the starting of workshop, Dr. Rajesh Goel, Director SGI, guided the students about 

their future and technological advancements in the field of automation.  

Then Mr. Vinod Saini took over the stage and initiated the workshop. It was an interactive session 

where he focused mainly on ‘Introduction to the Industrial Automation’, ‘Why Automation and what are 

the tools required’, ‘Introduction to Switchgears & Accessories’, ‘Protection involved in panels’, 

‘Maintenance and Troubleshooting of control circuits in live panels’, ‘Hardware Architecture of DCS’, 

‘Networking Through DCS, SCADA & PLC’ and so on. He also shared his experiences in the industry. 

He also motivated the students for a bright future in the field of automation. Students also clarified their 

doubts & in the end students were provided with kits and certificates. 
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Dr. M.K. Kulshreshtha, Dean FOM, Mr. Vikas Uttreja, HOD ECE & EEE, Dr. Praveen Bhatt, 

HOD Applied Science, Dr. S.K. Matta, HOD Management, Mr. Kapil Chopra HOD ME, Ms. Garima 

Garg, Coordinator CSE were also guests of honour. Mr. Sagar Bhosle, Faculty EEE Department was 

the main coordinator of the event. Other faculty members- Mr. Tarunjeet Singh Chugh, Mr. Vishal Do-

ra, Ms. Ritu Pahal, Ms. Nitu Rani, Mr. Hemant Chugh, Mr. Ankur Saini, Ms. Neena, Ms. Monika & 

Mr. Sunil were also present. 

Mr. Ajay Singh Rana, EEE 4th year, Mr. Anil Kumar Thakur EEE 4th year, Mr. Guru Dyal, EEE 

4th year, Mr. Puneet Khurana, EEE 3rd year, Mr. Pardeep, EEE 3rd year, Mr. Nawazdeep Singh, ECE 4th 

year, Mr. Lakshit ECE 3rd year, Mr. Abhishek Arora, ECE 3rd year, Ms. Sunaina, ECE 3rd year, Mr. 

Mohit Chhabra, ECE 2nd year, Mr. Lalit, ECE 2nd year were the student coordinator. 
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TECHNO-ZEST’13 Organized at SGi 

 SGi always believes in giving exposure to their students in different ways. Interaction with fa-

mous personalities is one of the way in which students interact with different professionals, industry 

experts, and the people who achieved success in their life. Continuing the series, Samalkha Group of 

Institutions organized Technical cum Cultural Fest “Techno-Zest-13” from 7th March to 8th March 

2013. Numbers of competitions were held, in which students have shown their hidden talent.  

 Techno-Zest’13 started with a opening ceremony of balloon flying in the sky by Mr. Ajay Goy-

al, Chairman SGi & Prof. (Dr.) Rajesh Goel, Director SGi with all the faculty members & students. 

The event lined-up with Lamp Lightening, Ganesh Vandana, Fashion Parade, and Bamboo Dance. Oth-

er exciting events included the Bhangra folk “Rangla Punjab”, Marshal Art, Classical Dance Perfor-

mance, Computer Typing, Rangoli, Painting, Big Brain, Spell Bee, Clay Modeling, Paint Modeling, 

Puzzle Solver, Painter Babu, Robo Puller, Robo Race, Carrom Board, 3d Gaming, Tambola, Chess, 

Nail Art, Retro Dance, Chopal Ek Drama, Sur Sangam and Nach Baliye. Besides that 100+ projects 

were also exhibited by the different Engineering departments of SGi. 

With widest range of events, workshops and guest talks, Techno-Zest’13 jumped to India’s one 

of the best technical cum Cultural festival. Computer Typing Competition was one of the most popular 

contests in Techno-Zest’13 at SGi. During the competition, students from different branches compete 

to see who will be the fastest and most accurate typist. 

Competition was held on Thursday, March 7th to select the top three typists. The competitors each had 

five minutes to type a page in hopes of identifying the fastest and most accurate typists. Some of the 

contenders shared the tips to get to the finals; “for instance knowing the keyboard is considered the key 

to typing quickly”. Others said “knowing how to spell the words they’re typing and finger placement is 

the most important factor to winning the competition”. In this competition, Anuj Panchal, Chetan and 

Shivan scored the 1st, 2nd & 3rd position respectively. 
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 A Rangoli competition was also organised in Techno-

Zest’13 on the same day. Twelve teams from different branches 

participated in the competition. The Rangoli were to be judged for 

Layout, Colour Combination, theme and overall presentation. CA 

(Dr.) Sarita Goel judged separately and awarded marks to each 

rangoli. Finally Team ‘E’ consisting of Ms. Mohini & Ms. Rishu 

of Electronics and Communication Engineering won the competi-

tion. Ms. Priyanka & Ms. Sangeeta were judged second and Ms. 

Manisha & Ms. Poonam were judged as third in the competition.   

The painting competitions were the highlights of the 1st day of Techno-Zest’13 at SGi. The events saw 

young artists showcasing their creativity. The events saw the participation of students from both technical 

and management fields. Salman Khan, Sourabh and Sonam were declared first, second and third prizes 

respectively. 

Quiz Competition also held at SGi on Thursday 7th March in Techno-Zest’13. Event coordinators 

emphasized the significance of the power of knowledge and termed the quiz competitions the hallmark of 

a sound education system.They also said that the world is moving from industrial economy to knowledge 

based economy, as such knowledge and information played a pivotal role in the success of any venture. 

The quiz competitions provided an excellent opportunity to enhance the mental skills of students and 

played a pivotal role in the development of their all-round personalities.  

They stressed the need for constant update of knowledge for a successful career in this technologi-

cal and information era. Students from different branches of Engineering and Management participated in 

the event. According to the results, the quiz competition was won by the team of Gaurav, Suparv & Neha 

Choudhary, followed second position by Vashu Jain, Prince Jain & Ishant and third position won by 

Shubham, Sahil & Pulkit. 

In Spell Bee, Mayank Gupta, Nancy and Vishal won the 1st, 2nd & 3rd Prize. In Clay Modeling Par-

kash, Ukesh and Prajwal won the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Prize. Likewise Winners of Paint Modeling were Sonu 

Verma, Sourabh and Neetu and winners of Puzzle Solver were Lalit, Mohit & Rohan Bhardwaj as the 1st 

position holder,  Rajiv, Danish & Mohit as the 2nd position holder, followed by Prajwal, Ukesh & Chhaya 

as the third position holder.  

SGi also checked the talent of students in free hand painting “Painter Babu”, and the talent came 

in front of everyone in the form of winners Sonu Verma, Suranjeet Singh and Ravinder Singh. Sideby stu-

dents also performed dance on old songs of 1980s, in which the group of Subhalaxmi, Stephy Thomas, 

Vijay Dagar and Rahul Kaushik won the 1st prize. 2nd prize won by the group of Renu, Sonali, Rupali, 

Dheeraj, Vijay, Ashish, Rahul, Jatin, Sonam & Ruchi and 3rd prize won by the group of  Dheeraj, Ashish, 

Rahul & Vijay. 

Real life drama was presented by students of SGi in “Chopal Ek Drama”, where Abhishek, Shatrunjay 

and Devashish touched the heart of audience by their excellent acting and won the 1st prize. Group of Ma-

hesh, Devashish, Abhishek, Shatrunjay & Neetu won the 2nd prize and Group of Binit Yadav, Md. Danish, 

Bivek, shuvham & Poonam won the 3rd prize. 

 In Robo Race & Robo Puller, Arpit Mittal, Prashant & Nitin got the 1st prize, Mohit Chabra & 

Lalit Sharma got the 2nd prize and Abhikansh Sharma, Arush Manhas, Sunal & Nikhil Sharma got the 3rd 

Prize. In Carrom Board Competition. Nirajan, Dipender Gurung & Muntazir won the 1st, 2nd & 3rd posi-

tion. 
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 Competition of 3D-Gaming won by Ashish Baniwal, Tajinder Singh & Muntazir as the 1st, 2nd 

& 3rd position holder. 

 Students showed their mind power in the competition of Tambola also & the game won by 

Pankaj-Punit, Amit-Anuj & Abhishek-Sandeep. Competition of Chess won by Ravish, Adarsh & 

Nishant. When boys are all rounder, then how the girls can be behind them, Madhu, Moumita & Jas-

preet also proved themselves while showing their talent in Nail-Art-Gallery. 

 Sur Sangam (Singing Competition) was also organized by SGi in its premises, where number 

of students were invited to participate. Judges judged the students performance on the basis of rhythm, 

lyrics and presentation. 1st prize won by Sourabh, 2nd by Manoj and 3rd by Gaurav. 

 Students of SGi showed their flair in NACH-BALIYE through Dance competition in three 

categories in solo,  Duet  and group. In the group dance category, the students exhibited coordination, 

traditional costumes and rhythmic patterns along the beat of music. On the other hand mastery over 

the movements was displayed in the solo dance category. Bhangra folk ‘Rangla Punjab (Drag 5)’ by 

Gajendra Group was quite enthralling. This group stood first in the group dance competition and Na-

wazdeep’s Group got the 2nd position. Other attraction was a Solo Classical Dance Performance (Raat 

Shayam Rol Lyi) by Aishwarya which stole the show and was full of vigour and vitality. 2nd & 3rd 

prizes won by Yash & Moumita. Duet Dance by Jatin & Deepakshi made the audience to simply stand 

up, dance performance of Ajay & Anita fetched the second prize and Yogesh & Deepti won the 3rd 

position. The judges observed the participants on their style, rhythm, expression and presentation.  

 8th March was the finale of Techno-Zest’13, where Mr. Ajay Goyal, Chairman SGi motivated 

the students by saying: “Believe in yourself and all that you are. Know that there is something inside 

you that is greater than any obstacle.”  

 In concluding session, winners of different events, who stood 1st, 2nd & 3rd were honoured by 

Chairman SGi & Director SGi. Students were also honoured by Mr. Kamal Aggarwal, Mr. Sanjay Ag-

garwal & Mr. Rajeev Aggarwal, with Academic Excellence Award and scholarship who scored 1st and 

2nd positions in university examinations. Students of the different branches, who achieved 70% and 

above marks in individual subjects, were honored as SGi Stars on stage by Mr. Dheeraj Kapoor & Mr. 

Somen Chakrvarti. 
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 Winners were given special applause by the audience for their performance. The event con-

cluded with lot of applause and enthusiasm. The audience were glowing that they witnessed the beau-

tiful program of  Techno-Zest’13.  

 Vote of thanks was presented by Richa, Student of MBA final year. 



“Campus Placement Drive in SGI for Clear Path Technology” 

As a part of the Campus Recruitment Drive Programme, Samalkha Group of Institutions has 

organized a Campus Drive for Clear path technology on March 11, 2013 at Campus, for their 

own Management final semester students.  

A online test of more than 1 hours was held followed by an HR Interview. Out of the 30 stu-

dents who appeared for the tests, more than 15 got shortlisted for the interview round. The profiles 

of the students are currently undergoing a reference – check after which the names of the final 

shortlisted students will be released by the company 

The company Targeted final year MBA/BBA students. Recruitment process was started 

through online registration till 2nd of March, 2013 through SGi web portal. 30 students participated 

in recruitment process.  

During the inaugural session SGI welcome all the applicants and extended best wishes to the 

students. Placement of the students has always been the priority at SGi. It always invites top compa-

nies for the students of SGi and others. SGi has been achieving records in actual placements.  

The Event proved successful due to the dedicated efforts of Mr. Amit Sinha (Manager- 

Training & Placements), Mr. Vishal Dora (Training & Placement Officer),  

At last, the HR Team of both the Companies paid vote of thanks to SGi for providing best 

facilities, infrastructure, Manpower and Students  Coordinators.  They also appreciated the best ef-

forts of SGi in all senses.  

Clear path technology selected four Candidates in final selection as IT Sales Executive. 

  Dr. Rajesh Goel (Director, SGi) promised the students for these types of activities in coming 

days too. 
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SGians Participated in Esteemed Show of NDTV-“BIG FIGHT”- “Why can’t we get the anti-rape law 

passed?” 

Students of Samalkha Group of Institutions participated in the well known show “Big 

Fight”recorded on NDTV on 15th  March, 2013 at Archana Complex, GK Part-1, New Delhi.  The 

event was hosted by NDTV's Tech Guru Mr. Vikram Chandra. The Program was focused on “Why 

can’t we get the anti-rape law passed?” 
NDTV (BSE: 532529 , NSE: NDTV) is an Indian commercial broadcasting television network 

founded in 1988. It was founded by Prannoy Roy, an eminent journalist and current chairman and director 

of NDTV Group. NDTV currently has more than 1,000 employees producing news from over twenty lo-

cations in India. NDTV is an acronym for the original name of the company, New Delhi Television. On 

July 30, 2011, Vikram A Chandra was elevated to the position of group CEO replacing KVL Narayan Rao 

who is now Executive Vice Chairman of the company. New Delhi Television is among India's top broad-

casters and has twenty-three offices and studios across the country. Its three national news channels 

NDTV 24x7, NDTV India (Hindi) and NDTV Profit (Business news) form the core of the company. Each 

year the channel also gives the NDTV Indian of the year award. 

During the recording, discussions were made on the topics that “Why can’t we get the anti-rape 

law passed?” The bill aims to provide stricter punishment for crimes against women. It was discussed that 

Sex education may be a part of the education system. 

  The government is keen to amend laws with stricter punishment for a wider range of 

crimes against women since the shocking gang-rape of a medical student on a bus in Delhi. Indian Gov-

ernment had cleared a package of laws through various ordinance as a signal of its determination to im-

prove safety for women. 

In the “BIG-FIGHT” show participation of students of Samalkha Group of Institutions was fantas-

tic. SGi provides such a platform to the students where they get exposure and see the things happening in 

the world and provides knowledge and understanding of culture, language, geography and global perspec-

tives to its students.  

The Program was coordinated by enthusiastic students of SGI, Arun Singh Manhas, Pri-

yanka ,Sonali Mahajan, Rupali Bhakri and Neha Kumari  under the guidance of Mr. Amit Bansal, Faculty 

in Management Department. 

Students of the Samalkha Group of Institutions (SGI), Participated in IITM  

Samalkha Group of Institutions (SGI) provides opportunities to the students to take part in each & 

every sphere of life and helps in excel their inner strength. To continue this SGI student participated in 

Cricket, Volleyball, Football, Basketball, Table Tennis and Badminton competition. 

 If we find two men quarreling bitterly in the street, we say to both. "Don't bear any malice. Don't 

fight like bulls. Take it in a sportsmanlike manner. '' When someone is downcast and wears a long face, 

we say to him, "Take it easy; be a sportsman.''. All this shows that sports teach a peculiar virtue which is 

called sportsman-ships—a calm, balanced and accommodating view of life. 
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 Sports occupy a prominent place in the life of a person & nation. They are 

the ropes that support the health and vitality of a country. They spread the mes-

sage of hope and good-will among the people. They form a integral part of educa-

tion. They provide recreation as well as effective instruction in citizenship. They 

teach a spirit of healthy competition, justice and fair play. The lack of sportsman-

ship in the world has seriously affected the cause of world peace and one-world 

government. Sports develop and encourage the spirit of healthy rivalry and com-

petition. They teach us coolness, courage and self-control. It inculcates team-

spirit, a sense of comradeship and discipline. A sportsman has to obey his captain 

and accept the judgment of umpires and referees. He learns to place the interests 

of the team above considerations of self. Sports play a vital role in imparting 

complete education. 

 Mr. Dheeraj B.Tech student energetically participated in badminton-single 

competition and succeed up to semi-final round. Mr. Prajwal BBA student partic-

ipated in Table-Tennis Single competition and succeed up to quarter final round. 

The Program was coordinated by enthusiastic students of SGI, Mr. Ritu 

Dhawaj (M.E), Mr. Saurav (M.E), under the guidance of Mr. Kapil Kalra & Mr. 

Dinesh Jain, Faculty in Management Department and Faculty of Mechanical De-

partment respectively.  
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SGI Won Overall Running Trophy in Arya PG College Fest – Dishayein-2013 among 20 different Colleges 

Students of Samalkha Group of Institutions participated in the State Level Inter – College Fest 

“Dishayein - 2013” organized by Arya P. G. College, Panipat on 16th March, 2013 in memory of Sh. O. 

P. Shingla Ji, Founder Member, Arya PG College, Panipat. The different events organized in the fest were 

– Declamation Contest, Dancing Flicks (Solo Dance), Collage Making Competition, Best out of Waste 

and Solo Singing. Ms. Daljeet Kaur (MBA Student), Saurabh (B.Tech Student) participated in Declama-

tion Contest. Ajay Ranapaille (MBA Student), Saurabh (B.Tech Student) participated in solo singing and 

Rajat (B.Tech Student) participated in solo singing.  Ms. Daljeet Kaur (MBA Student) of Samalkha Group 

of Institutions has been awarded 1st Prize in Declamation Contest. She has been awarded by a Certificate, 

Memento and also a cash prize of Rs. 2100/-. 

  SGI also won “Sh. O. P. Shingla Memorial Declamation contest Running Trophy” in Arya 

College, Panipat. The declamation was on the different themes but Daljeet Kaur chooses a topic which is 

related to women entitled “Violence against Women” She emphasized herself on safety and empower-

ment of women. 

Rajat (B.Tech Student) won consolation prize in Solo Dancing. Rajat (B.Tech Student) of Sa-

malkha Group of Institutions has been awarded consolation prize in Solo Dancing. He has been awarded 

by a Certificate, Memento and also a cash prize of Rs. 300/-. All participants of SGI got a certificate of 

participation and a cash prize of Rs. 100/-. 

 Different 20 colleges participated in the Fest namely, S. D. College (Panipat), I. B. College 

(Panipat), Government College (Panipat). Tau Devi Lal Kanya Memorial Mahavidhalya (Siwah, Panipat),  



Arya Girls College (Madlauda, Panipat), Geeta Engineering College (Naultha, Panipat), Panipat 

Institute of Engineering and Terchnology (Pattikalyana, Panipat), S. A. Jain College (Ambala), S. D. 

College (Ambala), DAV College (Karnal), Guru Nanak Khalsa College (Karnal), M. L. N. College 

(Yamuna Nagar), M. L. N. College (Radaur) and some of Education College participated in the fest. 

SGI provides such a platform to the students where they get to perform in such cultural events 

organised in various Colleges and institutions & see the things happening around them. SGI is a medium 

for its students to reach their destination and they can climb the ladder of success. SGI provides 

knowledge and understanding of culture, language, geography and global perspectives to its students 

where they get experience & exposure. The Program was coordinated by Ms. Daljeet Kaur and Mr. 

Saurabh student of SGI under the valuable guidance of Ms. Preeti Dhingra (Assistant Professor), Dr. 

Amit Sharma (Assistant Professor) and Ms. Shilpa Sinhmar (Assistant Professor). 

Complete program was organized by Dr. Madhu Gaba, HOD and Mrs. Minakshi Chaudhry, effi-

cient faculty members of Arya PG College. 
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SGians explored Nanital-JIM Corbett  

A tour for Nainital-Corbett was organized by Samalkha Group of Institutions on 13th March 2013 

for four nights and three days.Group stayed at Resort named Laperle River Resort situated on the bank of 

the river. It was rapturous view from the every room of Resort. Students were taken to Jim Corbett Na-

tional Park. 



 Jim Corbett National Park is the oldest national park in India, named after the hunter-turned-

conservationist Jim Corbett who played a key role in its establishment—was established in 1936 as 

Hailey National Park. Situated in Nainital district of Uttarakhand the park acts as a protected area for 

the endangered Bengal tiger of India, the secure survival of which is the main objective of Project 

Tiger, an Indian wildlife protection initiative. 

The park has sub-Himalayan belt geographical and ecological characteristics. Corbett has been 

a haunt for tourists and wildlife lovers for a long time. Tourism activity is only allowed in selected are-

as of Corbett Tiger Reserve so that people get an opportunity to see its splendid landscape and the di-

verse wildlife. In recent years the number of people coming here has increased dramatically. Presently, 

every season more than 70,000 visitors come to the park from India and other countries. The Jim Cor-

bett National Park is a heaven for the adventure seekers and wildlife adventure lovers alike. Corbett 

National Park is India's first national park which comprises 520.8 km.  

Students enjoyed the walk alongside the lake periphery covering four kilometres in one day at 

Nainital. Nainital is a popular hill station in the Indian state of Uttarakhand and headquarters of Naini-

tal district in the Kumaon foothills of the outer Himalayas. Situated at an altitude of 2,084 metres 

(6,837 ft) above sea level,. From the tops of the higher peaks, "magnificent views can be obtained of 

the vast plain to the south, or of the mass of tangled ridges lying north, bounded by the great snowy 

range which forms the central axis of the Himalayas.". Nainital is set in a valley containing a pear-

shaped lake, approximately two miles in circumference, and surrounded by mountains, of which the 

highest are Naina (2,615 m (8,579 ft)) on the north, Deopatha (2,438 m (7,999 ft)) on the west, and 

Ayarpatha (2,278 m (7,474 ft)) on the south. From the tops of the higher peaks, "magnificent views can 

be obtained of the vast plain to the south, or of the mass of tangled ridges lying north, bounded by the 

great snowy range which forms the central axis of the Himalayas. 

Students got the time to acclimatize in new splendid climate. Students enjoyed boating at Naini 

Lake. They were also taken to seven view points at Nainital where main attraction was Naina Devi 

temple & Himalaya View. Visit to Eco cave park was full of adventure and magical moments.  

Mr. Satya and Ms. Jaishree, students of MBA Coordinated the tour under the guidance of Mr. 

Sagar Bhosle, Ms. Pooja Batra and Ms. Neena (Faculty, Samalkha Group of Institutions).Students 

learned and explored a lot during the complete tour. Students came back on 17th March, 2013. 
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Open Campus Placement Drive for Eureka Forbes 

 Samalkha Group of Institutions (SGi) continues to remain active in sequencing another Campus 

Placement Drive for Eureka Forbes on 22nd March 2013. The company targeted MBA, PGDM and BBA stu-

dents.   For years together Eureka Forbes has become a name synonymous with selling. It is Eureka Forbes 

belief that unpolluted water & air is the birthright of every Indian and with this vision Eureka Forbes set up 

the Eureka Forbes Institute of Environment (EFIE). Eureka Forbes promotes awareness about conservation 

& management of natural water & air resources. Eureka Forbes endeavors include Pollution Watch (a tie-up 

with a prominent national television channel to telecast air and water pollution levels in key cities monitored 

by the Institute), Euro Enviro Quiz (India’s only environment-centric quiz for school children in association 

with over 450 schools across India), Euro Ambassadors (enthusing school children to enkindle the environ-

mental spark in their homes and neighbourhoods) and Rainwater Harvesting (enlightening people on how to 

harness this precious water source in tandem with local bodies, co-operative societies and governmental in-

stitutions resulting in over 600 million liters of rainwater being saved till date).  
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‘Project Jal Amrut’ has augmented the water resources in drought prone areas through rainwater 

harvesting with the first projects being in Rural Maharashtra. The Euro School of Environment was set-up 

to formalize the education movement and give it a fillip. It began with a course on becoming eco-friendly 

citizens and has since enhanced its curriculum. 

SGi (Samalkha Group of Institutions) is hub for providing Practical Education to the students with 

their Course-Curriculum. Its aim is to make student competent for the need of global corporate world and 

it is providing vibrant, resilient and holistic education with practical knowledge by arranging Training, 

Live Projects and Project Module in Multinational Companies. A unique initiative in the form of Training 

cum Project Module for students has been executed by and at SGi which aims to provide surveillance in 

Global Corporate World, Training cum Project Module which is meant to provide a platform to the stu-

dents. 

Students of SGi and students of IMS Ghaziabad came across OPEN CAMPUS PLACEMENT 

DRIVE for EUREKA FORBES. Placement was being provided on the basis of personal interview. In the 

Interview Session Mr. Prashant Pandey, HR, Security System Division & Mr. Naveen Negi, Territory 

Manager, Security System Division from Eureka Forbes described the Job Profile. Students got a wide 

professional exposure due to a vibrant schedule of academic conferences and seminars duly arranged with 

top academicians, scientists and industry leaders. Excellent performance of SGi students motivates com-

panies to revisit.  

SGi will continue these type of efforts in the upcoming future also.  The Event would have not 

been successful without the dedicated efforts of Training & Placement Department at SGi: Mr. Amit Sin-

ha (Manager-Corporate Relations), Er. Vishal Dora (Training & Placement Officer), Dr. Sonia Sardana 

(Training & Placement Coordinator & Assistant Professor, FOM) & Student Coordinators Mr. Sudir & 

Mr. Vikash. Today Excellence is the buzzword at SGi. 
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A tour for Vaishno Devi & Golden Temple was organized by Civil Engineering Department of 

Samalkha Group of Institutions on 20th March 2013 for three nights and three days. Group departed 

from the college in the evening at 8:30 pm on 20th March 2013 and reached the Holy place, Katra in the 

morning at 9:00 am on 21st March 2013. All the senior members of the institute were present to give 

their blessings to the students at the time of departure. 

Vaishno Devi Temple is near the town of Katra, Jammu and Kashmir, Katra, in the Reasi district 

in the state of Jammu and Kashmir. It is one of the most revered places of worship in India. The shrine 

is at an altitude of 5300 feet.  The Vaishno Devi Mandir is one of the holiest Hindu temples dedicated to 

Shakti, located in the hill of Vaishno Devi informally known as Trikuta mountain range, Jammu and 

Kashmir, India. In Hinduism, Vaishno Devi, also known as Mata Rani and Vaishnavi, is a manifestation 

of the Mother Goddess. The shrine of Mata Vaishno Devi witnesses millions of devotees arrive all 

through the year irrespective of the difficulties faced by them. The Yatra begins at Katra and students’ 

pilgrims have to cover 13 km. of terrain on foot to reach the Darbar. Popular belief holds that anybody 

who walks the Himalayan trail to the shrine rarely goes back disappointed. A super natural power seems 

to draw them through the mountain and they climb up those great heights step by step. Approximately 8 

million pilgrims (yatris) visit the temple every year and it is the second most visited religious shrine in 

India, after Tirumala Venkateswara Temple. Group stayed at four star hotel situated at Katra in the bot-

tom hills of Trikuta Mountain Range. The views were very pleasant from every room of Hotel. Students 

were brought up to the mountains for Mata’s Bhawan. All the students as well as faculty walked up to 

the bhawan, enjoying each and every moment and kept on dancing.  

After completion of Mata’s darshan, the next destination of tour was Golden Temple, Amritsar. 

It was a true pleasure for students as well as faculty to be there in the Gurudwara and experienced the 

peace. Students and staff had the Guru da Langar at night which was the most exotic meal of the trip. 

The Harmandir Sahib also Darbar Sahib  Punjabi pronounciation: [dəɾbɑɾ sɑhɪb]) and infor-

mally referred to as the Golden Temple is a prominent Sikh Gurdwara located in the city 

of  Amritsar, Punjab, India.   

SGians Tour to Vaishno Devi & Golden Temple 
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Educational Trip to Jammu-Srinagar Highway (NH 1A) 
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It was built by the fifth Sikh guru, Guru Arjan Dev, in the 16th Century. In 1604, Guru Arjan 

Dev completed the Adi Granth, the holy scripture of Sikhism, and installed it in the Gurdwara. 

There are four doors to get into the Harmandir Sahib, which symbolize the openness of the pil-

grims towards all caste of people and religions.Gurdwara was rebuilt in 1764 by Jassa Singh 

Ahluwalia with the help of other Sikh Misl's. In the early nineteenth century, Maharaja Ranjit 

Singh secured the Punjab region from outside attack and covered the upper floor portion of the 

Gurdwara with gold, which gives it its distinctive appearance and English name the Golden 

Temple. 

 The students had great fun during the walking voyage from hotel to Mata’s Darbar and 

vice-versa. They had also seen the beauty of Golden Temple in night which was its peak in night 

and feel the spirituality of the holy place. They came to know about the Hindu and Sikh mythol-

ogy of Goddess and Sikh Guru. They experienced trekking also over there and enjoyed natural 

beauty on the hills as well as in the Golden temple and captured it in their own way. Students 

Manish Sharma and Mohit Aggarwal coordinated the trip under the guidance of Mr. Mukul 

Kathuria, Ms. Richa Arora and Ms. Ritu Pahal (Faculty, Samalkha Group of Institutions, Sa-

malkha). Students enjoyed, learned and danced a lot on the trip. In the return journey to the col-

lege campus students had also visited Karnal Haveli. Students came back on 23rd March 2013. 
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Samalkha Group of Institutions had organized an industrial tour to Jammu-Srinagar highway 

(Jammu & Kashmir) for civil engineering students on 22nd March 2013 to pertain the knowledge about 

the site conditions at construction site. The students visited one company Site namely AFCON on a Mi-

nor Bridge construction site which is the part of four lane of the Jammu-Srinagar highway NH 1A. 

 The objective of the educational visit was to help students to gain first hand information regard-

ing functioning of the construction Industry, which provided the students with opportunities to plan, 

organize and  engage in active learning experiences both inside and outside the classroom, to give a 

practical exposure and to understand the application of theory into practice. This provided opportunity 

for interaction with engineers and executives associated with visit to a working establishment. Visit 

gave right perspective of what is disseminated in classrooms. 

 The engineers of Afcon Limited helped the students to understand the various phases of con-

struction process and they also took the students for the site visit. On the onset, the officials of Afcons 

and teacher In charge explained to the students in brief about the construction industry, Raw materials, 

Plant Layout, Construction phases and they also explained the process which began from the Planning 

phase to the completion of project. Students understood the punctuality and the discipline at the site. 
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